How to Modify and Change a Hyperlink in The AIOP Autoresponder
Specific instructions for making a change in a hyperlink
From time to time it is necessary to modify a hyperlink (URL) in one of your
autoresponder messages. This PDF will show you exactly how to do that.
Let's look at a message in my 1SignupADay Autoresponder campaign:
First login to your AIOP account, click on < Autoresponder>, make sure the correct
campaign is open for editing, click on <Edit Autroesponder>, Select the message that
needs a Hyperlink edited.
Then scroll down through the message to find the hyperlink to change or modify.
The image below shows a message with the hyperlink highlighted and ready to
change.

Note a couple of things.
1. The hyperlink highlighted is my referral link to Leadsleap and the whole
message was copied into this campaign from my master account that I use to
create shared campaigns, etc. One of the reasons why you may need to
change this hyperlink is that you downloaded the message from a shared
campaign and need to change it to YOUR referral URL. In that case you would
want to have YOUR Leadsleap ID in the URL instead of mine.
2. The top area of the image shows the HTML command Icons and the hyperlink
create and delete commands are highlighted. The left icon (chainlink) is
where you create the link and the right icon deletes the link
Carefully follow the next steps to change the link:
1. Highlight the link and click on the left icon (the one with the exploded link) to
delete the hyperlink.
2. Make the changes in the link. For example, you may wish to change the

referral ID to Your Referral ID
3. https://www.leadsleap.com/1signupaday/r=YOUR referral ID Copy the new
text and click on the left icon (the chainlink) to make the hyperlink.

4. Paste your https://leadsleap.com/1signupaday/r=YourReferralID in the
<Link URL> box
5. Make sure with the down arrow key that “Open Link in a new window” is
selected for the <Target> box (This makes sure that the prospect will be
brought back to message after they look at the link.)
6. Click on <Insert>
This completes the hyperlink change.
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